
Those Christmas Jingles 

I was heading towards Gupta Ji for a small refreshment. Suddenly, my eyes 

twinkled due to a nostalgic sight of a fireplace surrounded by some lucky 

teenagers, unaffected by the most deadly diseases on the campus called CVPhobia 

and CGPhobia. Prone to any kind of human bad natures, I for a while couldn’t 

control my jealousy seeing their blissful moment. Anyways, somebody has rightly 

quoted, “grass is always greener on the other side!”  

Well, my intention is to not discuss about that clichéd topic of socially deprived 

teenagers which every mature and intelligent future managers are already well 

versed with. Fireplace, those Christmas carols, that tall dark and handsome, clad 

in leather jacket, walking in a misty morning with a cigar between his fingers, 

those December weddings, dewdrops, there is something magical about winter. I 

was eagerly waiting for its’ arrival after a gap of a few years. Arrival of cold, lazy 

winter seemed to be a perfect complement to end of our deadly hectic schedule 

with somewhat historic end of one of the biggest extravaganza called “summers”. 

It was perfectly welcomed by our magically addictive close-to-heart Insti party 

whose wildness easily had a 3-fold increase.  It was delighting to watch relaxed 

faces all over the campus. Geeks for a change were heard discussing about latest 

movies running in Saharaganj mall instead of present economy of India or some 

financial accounting jargons. Recreation areas like Umang and Badminton court 

got their fair share of percentage increase of visitors. Many didn’t mind catching 

cold enjoying amusing stalls of Index 2013. Samanjasya for the first time was real 

jam packed during Aarohan 2013. Followed by a pgp 28 heartthrob, Ajitesh Puri 

who managed to make many girls skip a heartbeat by almost beating Richie 

Benaud in commentary and steal all the limelight during Harmony cup 2013. 



Now coming back to the fireplace story, which managed to make me nostalgic for 

a few minutes seemed pointless all of a sudden. In a hel(L)ion environment, I, like 

many others who turned into pessimistic about having relaxed life here after some 

unavoidable torture and punishment for cracking CAT and entering hel(L), had 

given up to enjoy a cozy, lazy, seductive winter. I had an impression that this 

place will make me miss my mom’s pakora and garam garam chai, cuddling inside 

a soft and fat blanket while watching Dilwale Dulhaniya Le jayenge for 9th time on 

TV, the most effective morning alarm called, “Dad’s scream” to have a barefooted 

morning walk since, apparently, winter dewdrops are very good for health!, miss 

looking like a mini elephant due to multiple winter wears despite my tiny, bonny 

figure, the Christmas carols in my school and most importantly the school new 

year picnic. But amusingly, Hel(L) chose to surprise me this time like hell. Well! 

Childhood might be one of the best phases of life, Old monk might be still gold in 

your heart and never can be replaced, but there is still a beauty in every phase of 

life in itself which can’t be compared to others and shall be fondly missed in the 

future. Projects, perpetual quizzes, very frequently visiting mid-term and end-term, 

or our favorite term called “cv point” may still tend to haunt us continuously in 

this short span of our time in IIM, Lucknow, but we should never forget that with 

all its’ sourness and sweetness, this is just one time grand event in our life! Happy 

Helling to everyone! Merry Christmas and Happy New year in advance. Let’s rock 

them! Take care…. 
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